
Lesson 1
Introduction
 
Many people have asked why I concentrate on Face-to-face, in-a-shop type of
environment with my customer service course, when everyone is buying through
Amazon or somewhere else on the web. This is true about the huge amount of
commerce on the web, but I have 3 caveats: 
The �rst is that we humans are social animals and like to interact with people and
get dressed up and go out with our friends (for example shopping). The fact that
movie cinemas have not died, even though we have huge High De�nition TVs at
home and Net�ix, supports my thesis. 
Secondly, the Corona virus has kept many people working at home, so they are
doubly motivated to get out and experience some social life; be it shopping or
sitting on a terrace. 
Thirdly, many of the criteria for good customer service are just as valid online as
they are face-to-face. Ease of access, a friendly welcome, solutions to customer
needs, neat and tidy and not cluttered are only some of the criteria you can
transfer across media.
 

Learning Objectives during this 10 hour course
 
You will learn how to:

Customer Service excellence



1. Prepare for customer service as part of a customer-centric business entity

2. Promote customer satisfaction and positive customer experiences through
your own work

3. Evaluate your own performance in the service situation and ways to improve
your own skills

 

21st Century skills applied during this course

1. Teamwork

2. Leadership and taking the initiative

3. Commercial awareness

4. Problem-solving

5. Entrepreneurial behaviour

6. Business ethics

What you will understand during this 10 hour course

1. What is customer Service

2. Why do winning companies encourage good customer service 

3. How to think in a Customer-oriented and service–oriented manner

4. How you can use Customer Service to build your own personal brand and the
brand of your company and di�erentiate yourselves from your competitors

Module structure

1. What Is Exceptional Customer Service

2. Why Customer Service Matters



3. How to think in a Customer-oriented and service–oriented
manner

4. Typical Process of a Customer Service interaction 

5. The written tasks you will complete for this course are

Multiple choice questions at the end of section 1 and after
conclusion
Task 1 De�nition, Good & bad Customer Service experiences 

Task 2 Evaluation of the shopkeepers in your town/city
 
Now press the "Start Course" button to begin.
 

Lesson 1 continued. What Is Exceptional Customer Service?

Lesson 2. Why Customer Service Matters

Lesson 3. How to think in a Customer-oriented and service–oriented manner

Lesson 4. Typical Process of a Customer Service interaction

Lesson 5. Conclusion and Re�ection

Tasks for this course

Quiz



A few de�nitions

An activity of planning & organizing people, infrastructure, communication and

material to improve: Quality Interaction between the service provider and its customers  from

the beginning to the end of the service chain and establish best service practices for

the needs of customers and the competencies and capabilities of service provider
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Lesson 1 continued. What Is Exceptional Customer
Service?

Please click on the �ashcards to see more detail about the

highlighted words and then slide sideways to see more great

customer service tips.



1 of 3

2 of 3

Infrastructure 1

Infrastructure 2

There are many ways to service

customers

Face-to-face

Via the telephone

With a computer

In a letter

Self-service

Internet

There are many ways to

service customers

Magazine

Brochure

Operating instructions

Pictures (if they cannot read

or no common language)

Warnings on products

There are many ways to

service customers



3 of 3

1 of 2

Infrastructure 3

Service Chain 1

Service Chain 2

Queue numbers

Public announcements

Automatic Teller Machines

(ATM) limiting withdrawal

amounts after a certain time

It is the process of reliably

using the components

(systems and people) that

make up our service chain

to reliably and repeatedly

provide  goods and

services to valuable

customers according to

1. The service chain starts:

2. when a potential customer sees

our marketing material

3. comes into the shop or goes to

our website to buy products or



2 of 2

Do what you do so well that they will want to see it again
and bring their friends " 

Walt Disney 

The act of taking care of the customer's needs by

providing and delivering professional, helpful, high

quality service and assistance before, during, and after

the customer's requirements are met.

Exchange between the customer and the business or shop before during

and after the purchase or experience

Pl li k th � h d b l t d t il d

services



Please click on the �ashcards below to see more detail and

then slide sideways to see more great customer service tips.

Customer's Needs

Material needs

Information needs

Cultural and artistic needs

Need to Feel important

Allow them to dream

Surprise and delight
them

 



High quality Service 1

High quality Service 2

High quality Service 3

Positive reaction to

customer

Identify customer needs &

upselling

Customer needs related to

Product attributes &

bene�ts

Attitude, Dress, tone and

Product Knowledge,

Language used in

communication with

customers

Hospitality of service   staff

 

Maintain shopping environment,

whether it is web-based or bricks



High quality Service 3

Please click on the �ashcards to see more detail and then

slide sideways to see more great customer service tips .

Good customer service
answers the customer's

questions.

and mortar

Reliable and safe

Great customer service
anticipates the customer's

questions.
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2 of 3

3 of 3

Good customer service
satis�es the customer's

expectations.

Good customer service is
professional and cordial.

Great customer service
exceeds the customer's

expectations.

Great customer service is
genuine and

friendly and reliable



Good vs. Great Customer Service

The assistance provided by store’s representatives to its clientele during the consumer

buying processes and provide additional information about the product/service, handle

customer complaints, handle refunds and returns, process and cancel orders, record account

details in a professional and reliable way in such a way that 

Excellent customer service means going the extra mile in making sure a customer is happy

and satis�ed with a company’s products or services. It also involves superb

communication and problem solving skills while providing service to

a customer in a timely and pleasant manner

Please click on the �ashcards below to see more detail and

then slide sideways to see more great customer service tips.



What to do?
Give them solutions!

Assistance

Advise

Advise
Inform

Support
 

Guide
Interaction at the customer level

Help make decision (if that is
what the customer wants)



Communication &
Problem-solving skills
Steps in the Problem

Solving Process 1

Communication &

Problem-solving skills

 Steps in the Problem

Solving Process 2

Communication &

1. Listen with empathy

2. Apologise for the problem

3. Thank the customer for giving

you feedback and bringing this

issue to your attention

1. De�ne the problem

2. Generate potential

solutions

3. Select a solution

4. Implement the solution

Follow up on the

solution



The goal of customer service is to meet (or exceed) customers’ expectations
and make sure the company’s clientele is satis�ed about the purchased goods and received

services, because if they are, the value to the company is added and a strong customer

relationship created; thus increasing pro�table operations

Problem-solving skills

Steps in the Problem

Solving Process 3

Customer
Expectations 1

Surprise and delight the

customer.

Do not blame anyone

until after the customer

solution is implemented

Everything a customer expects
from a product, service or

company. 
 

Customers have both explicit &



Customer Expectations

2

Customer
Relationship 1

implicit expectations about the

product or service. Can be

performance or service-level

expectations which relate

directly to the customer

relationship and interaction with

Expectations based on

previous experience with our

company, other previous

experiences, knowledge, net

reviews, word-of-mouth, our

communications, other learned

information

1st impression
Clean and tidy
Feel Welcome

Safe to do business



Customer
Relationship 2

Your customer's �rst
impression of your
enterprise is vitally

important. It sets the tone
of your future relationship

User-friendly
Relevant to the customers

Sustainable 
Competitive

 



SUBMIT

Please answer the following questions before continuing

 

The Service Chain .............

 

There are many ways to service customers

is not important. We treat our customers as we feel
like

is only as strong as the weakest link



SUBMIT

Our job as a customer service person is to ............

Face-to-face or Via the telephone
 

 
With a computer or In a letter
 

 
With Self-service, over the Internet or with Vending
machines
 

All of the above

Guide the customer

Interact at the customer level

Drink co�ee and chat to my work colleagues



SUBMIT

 

Task 1

De�nition, Good & bad Customer Service experiences 

1. What is Customer Service? Which of the 6 de�nitions of customer service do you like
most?

a. Give that de�nition that most describes Customer Service in your opinion

b. Why? Give 3 reasons

c. De�ne customer service in 10 or more of your own words 

2. Tell us about a good customer service experience you have had recently.

a. What happened?

b. How did you feel?

c. Would you recommend the shop to other people? Why? Why not? Give 3 reasons

d. What would you change in the shop or website or restaurant to give you a better
experience or look or feel?

3. Tell us about a bad customer service experience you have had recently.

a. What happened?

Help the customer make a decision (if that is what
the customer wants)



b. How did you feel?

c. Would you recommend the shop to other people? Why? Why not? Give 3 reasons

d. What would you change in the shop to give you a better experience or look or feel?

Why do winning companies encourage

good customer service?

Please continue to the next section to �nd out

 



Why do winning companies encourage good customer
service?

1. Positive reputation leads to higher growth

2. It attracts customers, investors, partnerships and good
employees

3. It leads to improved reputation  and image

4. After a positive customer experience, 69% would
recommend the company to others. 

5. Loyal customers provide positive endorsements

6. Loyal customers provide good online reviews that can
help businesses strengthen their brand

7. .About 97% of customers will tell others about very good
or excellent customer service experiences

8. Nearly 70% of people would spend more money with a
company that has excellent customer service 
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Lesson 2. Why Customer Service Matters



So it is vitally important to your business to 

Satisfy the Customer
 

Why do companies do it?                    

Maybe they’re just nice guys?

If they are not nice guys, Why?

Because the customer is the reason why we went into business in the �rst place. 

To satisfy their needs/wants

1. To help them
2. To make them feel good
3. To solve their problem

Why?

To ful�ll your needs/wants

1. Achievement
2. Prestige
3. Money



Why Great Customer Service determines

YOUR Success



BUT WHY do we have to satisfy them really??????

1. It is cheaper than attracting new customers.

2. 65% of a company's business comes from existing customers

3. It costs �ve times as much to attract a new customer than to keep an existing

one satis�ed.

Losing a customer is even more expensive.

1. 91% of unhappy customers will never buy again from a company that has

displeased them

2. They will also voice their dissatisfaction to at least 7 other people.

3. The customer decides which supplier suits their needs

You as the supplier may choose your customers or

customer group by your:

Pricing

Advertising

Location

 Please press Start or the arrow on the right to receive more tips on customer

service





Some tips on customer service

Think how you can use Customer Service to build your

own personal brand and the brand of your company and

di�erentiate yourselves from your competitors.

Ask your customers to be part of the solution.

Don’t view them as part of the problem.



Why Great Customer Service determines YOUR Success

Please press Start and then follow the arrows for reasons 1-5



Good customer sertvice makes Us Stand Out from the
Competition

How many times have you gone back to a shop, because you were treated nicely,

professionally and in a friendly manner and were helped in your good decision?

Reason 1



Good customer service Shapes What Customers Say About Us

Good and professional treatment will make your customers  walking advertisements

for your enterprise

Reason 2



Keeping Existing Customers Is Cheaper Than Acquiring New
Customers

This is where viral marketing - both good and bad - can help or hinder you

Reason 3



Learn Valuable Insights from Customers about their needs and
wants

Ask your customers what they want from you.  Once when I was marketing a new

product to existing (and new) customers, during my sales pitch, I asked them to be

very critical and tell me why my product was bad and how I could improve it. I got

the information I needed from the people I was selling to.

Reason 4



Our Business Depends on Happy and Loyal Customers

People will buy from someone they know,

like & trust

Reason 5



Summary

You need:

1. A Service-minded attitude

2. To have Con�dence in Yourself, Your ability,  Your

opinion

3. The ability to interact proactively with customers and

colleagues

Ask your customers to be part of the solution.

Don’t view them as part of the problem.

"Every company's greatest assets are its customers,

because without customers there is no company."

Michael LeBoeuf



Treat your customers 

as you would like to be treated
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Lesson 3. How to think in a Customer-oriented and
service–oriented manner

It takes months to �nd a customer… seconds to lose one. Vince

Lombardi



How to make customers feel special

1. Put a “tip of the day" on your website

2. Ask clients what you can do to help them. 

3. Send hand-written thank-you notes.

4. Send birthday cards and appropriate seasonal greetings. 

5. Send a book of interest or other appropriate business gift to a client with a

handwritten note

 

Please click on the + mark to the right below to answer the

questions below

Who Are They ? –



Know who they are so you can serve them better 

What Do They Care About? –

If you are performing a job for a customer, know what is important to them. For example,
when I go to an hotel that I don't know, I check the cleanliness of the hotel by looking at the
basin, the taps and under the toilet seat. I have a very good friend who looks at the mirror. If
that is dirty, she will feel the whole place is yukky!

What Are Their Challenges? –

Many of your customers have their own problems, because they are supplying someone else.
Find out how you can help them.  
Make very clear to them your return and guarantee policy
Understand exactly what the customer wants and deliver it with something extra
If the Customer asks for a feature you won't build, give a high price for it 
If a customer asks a question you can't answer right away, tell them you will get back to them
If you have an angry customer, settle it by reaching a satisfying conclusion for everyone in a
calm and e�cient manner.

How Can We Help Them? –

You could develop a long-lasting and pro�table partnership for both of you



So in summary

1. Do to others as you would have them do to you 

2. Contact with the customer is personal.

3. It is a unique occurrence that can never be undone, so �rst impressions
count

4. In the interaction, you exchange:

a. Goods

b. Information

c. Feelings.

You therefore need to have the right attitude and create a

positive impression

1. Satisfy their:
Material needs
Information needs
Cultural and artistic needs
Feelings
Allow them to dream

 

IMPORTANT about attitude

The attitude of both the customer and the customer service personnel is important, 

Because that creates the whole atmosphere



Next we will look at a Typical Process of a Customer Service interaction.

 

Please note how the attitude of the customer service

person  increases sales AND makes the customer

satis�ed/happy and therefore loyal

Please move to the next section to see a typical customer

service interaction between customer service person and

customer



Customers will never love a company until the employees
love it �rst. Simon Sinek
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Lesson 4. Typical Process of a Customer Service
interaction



Up-selling, Cross-selling, Add-on selling
 is a Sales technique where a seller persuades the customer to buy:

more expensive items

upgrades

other add-on products or services

a higher-end product or service

an additional item or service

To try to make a more pro�table sale.

Customer service people usually combine upselling and

cross-selling to maximize pro�t.

Example 1. In�uence a customer to buy the newest version of an item, rather than the less-

expensive current model, by pointing out its additional features and bene�ts.

Example 2. a seller persuades the customer to buy:

Additional products for sale.

"Would you like some ice cream to go with that apple pie?"

More Examples

1. Suggest a premium brand of perfume when a brand is not speci�ed by a customer

2. Sell an extended service contract  or insurance for an appliance you have just bought

3. Suggest that a customer purchase a faster CPU, more RAM or a larger hard drive when
servicing that customer's computer.



4. Sell luxury �nishing on a car, such as leather upholstery or sports steering wheel

5. Suggest a brand of watch that the customer hasn't previously heard of as an alternative
to the one being considered

6. Suggest that a customer purchase a more extensive car wash package (such as with
super wax)

7. Ask the customer to supersize a meal at a fast-food restaurant

8. Add extra toppings to a pizza like garlic or avocado

9. Use mobile check-in services to send upgrade seat or service o�ers to future passengers
on an airline

Customer Service in a Bookstore (with cross-selling in green)

Please read this dialogue a few times to get a feel of good customer
service in English

What customer service person says Phase in process

Good morning madam/sir

How may I help you? 

Are you looking for something speci�c?

 

Interaction between

customer and service

provider.

Creates the 

FIRST IMPRESSION

Eye contact

Acknowledge



I am here to help if you

need me 

Positive reaction to

customer

Greeted upon arrival at the

department

OR

Acknowledge and wait to

be asked for help

O�ered assistance within

an appropriate amount of

time

No thanks! I’m just looking/browsing. Exchange of action and

information

Are you looking for something speci�c?  Identify customer needs

Asked to be served

If you need help, please call me/just ask Show respect and give

space The person serving

me smiled during the

transaction 

I’m looking for a book on nature Customer needs identi�ed

What kind of nature book are you looking for?

Do you want lots of pictures or a lot of

information?

The person serving me

maintained appropriate

eye contact during the

transaction.



Or a combination of both? The expertise level of the

person serving me was

appropriate

I want both beautiful pictures and information  

Please follow me. I will show you where they

are

The person serving me was

dressed appropriately

Is it for yourself or is that a present? The department was tidy

It is a present  

That is a very good book. Validation of choice

Would you like to get a card for that? It would

make it very special

Upselling and customer

care

The person serving me

tried to sell me other

products as well

Yes thank you  

Here are the cards The department

appearance was appealing

Some wrapping paper would make that look

very nice and neat and protect the book. Would

you like me to show you some?

The person serving me took

my problem and made it

their own

More upselling

Yes please. That is a good idea. Customer feels important.

Needs met (and exceeded)

Customer expectations

exceeded



I would shop at this

department again

Will you be paying by card or cash?  

Cash  

Do you have our customer loyalty card? You can

get good bonus points that you could use to

buy more books or stationery. Or another gift.

Customer care 

combined with

Customer Loyalty card

If you don’t, I can sign you up now and you can

get bonus points already from this transaction

Sell customer loyalty card

Combined with good

service

Thank you. That would be nice.  

Please �ll in this form Customer information for

precision selling

Thank you. Please call again  



Now it's your turn

Task 2
EVALUATION OF SHOPKEEPERS IN YOUR TOWN

 Use the given marketing research questionnaire to conduct marketing research on the

shopkeepers in your town.

 Tip. 

1. Read the questionnaire �rst to familiarize yourself with what you want to know.

2. You are an observer. Memorize the questions and then go into the shop.



3. To help remember what happened when you make your presentation, circle the
appropriate answer where applicable or choose yes / no

  Custome

r Service

Activity

How did this activity make

you feel?

Did it help you in your

buying decision?

   

1 I was greeted

upon arrival

at the

department

How did this activity make you feel?

 

Yes  No

2 I was asked

to be served

at the

department

How did this activity make you feel?

 

Yes No

3 The person

serving me

smiled

during the

transaction

How did this activity make you feel?

Did it help you in your buying decision?

Yes  No

4 The person

serving me

maintained

appropriate

eye contact

during the

transaction

How did this activity make you feel?

 

Yes  No

5 If the store

had run out

of the

product in

How did this activity make you feel?

Did it help you in your buying decision?

Yes No



question, did

they search

from other

store

locations?

6 The person

serving me

presented me

choices of

products to

choose from

What did they try to sell you?

If you were the shop assistant, how would

you have performed this task?

 

Yes  No

7 I was o�ered

assistance

within an

appropriate

amount of

time

What is an appropriate amount of time? Yes  No

8 The person

serving me

was dressed

appropriately

. How were they dressed? Yes No

9 The

department

was tidy

Did this create a good �rst impression? Yes  No

10 The person

serving me

tried to sell

me other

products as

well 

How did this activity make you feel?

Did it help you in your buying decision?

If you were the shop assistant, how would

you have performed this task?

Yes  No

11 The

department

How did this make you feel? Yes No



appearance

was

appealing

 

12 The person

serving me

took my

problem and

made it their

own

How could the shop assistant do this?          

                                                                         

 

Yes  No

13 The person

serving me

listened to

my questions

and requests

How did this activity make you feel?

 

Yes  No

14 The expertise

level of the

person

serving me

was

appropriate

How did this activity make you feel?

Did it help you in your buying decision?

Yes No

15 I would shop

at this

department

again

Why or why not? Give 1 reason

 

Yes  No

16 I would

recommend

others to

shop at this

department

Why or why not? Give 1 reason

 

Yes  No

17 Concerns &

Praises. 

1 comment is necessary here. Yes No

 Output for Task 2



1.    Form a group of 2 (a pair)

2.    Decide on which specialist food or clothing shop you will visit

3.    Prepare a 5-7 minute Powerpoint presentation in which you answer questions 1-17

4.    Take a photo of your group in front of the shop in which performed this task and include

this photo in your Powerpoint

5.    Upload your work to the �le where you normally upload completed work or send it by

email to the teacher responsible for this course.

 

 

Please read the summary, conclusion and re�ection and then
complete the quiz in the next section
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Lesson 5. Conclusion and Re�ection

You have reached your destination. It is now time to do some

refection and think about what we have learnt

 

Customer service is the act of providing support and possibly advice to both

prospective and existing customers and answer customer questions.   Customer

service involves a positive attitude by the service person and involves interaction

between both the seller and the buyer

1

To provide excellent customer service, the seller needs to have superior training

about products and how to solve problems empathically
2



Customer questions can be answered in-person, on the phone,  via email, in a

chat or using social media interactions. It could also involve creating

documentation for self-service support. 

3

Customer service professionals have a good knowledge of how their companies’

products work and are able to advise and help when customers run into problems

or need information. 

4

Customer service people must be aware of customer needs, wants and

expectations and be able to guide them if necessary
5

The attitude of customer service people  should be to help  customers succeed and

they thrive on  interaction and problem solving. They’re warm, approachable,

understanding and great at teaching other people how things work

6

Customer service people should know how to handle di�cult situations like

customer complaints and neutralise negative situations and then turn them into

positive experiences. 

7

Superior customer service is a good business policy that creates loyal customers

and customers who recommend your company to their friends. This adds to your

brand imagewhich leads to more sales and higher pro�tability

8

In this course we have seen how important customer service is

to any company large or small. 

Using customer service, we as businesspeople or social

organisations can make our customers feel important, give them

information and advice, generate loyalty, tell them about or sell



Please complete the quiz in the following section next. 

more of our products or services and differentiate ourselves

from our competitors or other service organisations.



Task 1

De�nition, Good & bad Customer Service experiences

1. What is Customer Service? Which of the 6 de�nitions of customer service do you like
most?

a. Give that de�nition that most describes Customer Service in your opinion

b. Why? Give 3 reasons

c. De�ne customer service in 10 or more of your own words 

2. Tell us about a good customer service experience you have had recently.

a. What happened?

b. How did you feel?

c. Would you recommend the shop to other people? Why? Why not? Give 3 reasons

d. What would you change in the shop to give you a better experience or look or feel?

Lesson 6 of 7

Tasks for this course

Active listening is not only a matter of making yourself
available to hear someone talk, but it is showing the
sender, physically, that you are receiving and
understanding their message on all levels.

Susan C. Young



3. Tell us about a bad customer service experience you have had recently.

a. What happened?

b. How did you feel?

c. Would you recommend the shop to other people? Why? Why not? Give 3 reasons

d. What would you change in the shop to give you a better experience or look or feel?

Task 2
EVALUATION OF SHOPKEEPERS IN YOUR TOWN

 Use the given marketing research questionnaire to conduct marketing research on the

shopkeepers in your town.

 Tip. 

1. Read the questionnaire �rst to familiarize yourself with what you want to know.

2. You are an observer. Memorize the questions and then go into the shop.

3. To help remember what happened when you make your presentation, circle the
appropriate answer where applicable or choose yes / no

  Customer

Service

Activity

How did this activity make you feel?

Did it help you in your buying decision?

   

1 I was greeted

upon arrival

at the

department

How did this activity make you feel?

 

Yes  No

2 I was asked

to be served

How did this activity make you feel?

 

Yes No



at the

department

3 The person

serving me

smiled

during the

transaction

How did this activity make you feel?

Did it help you in your buying decision?

Yes  No

4 The person

serving me

maintained

appropriate

eye contact

during the

transaction

How did this activity make you feel?

 

Yes  No

5 If the store

had run out

of the

product in

question, did

they search

from other

store

locations?

How did this activity make you feel?

Did it help you in your buying decision?

Yes No

6 The person

serving me

presented me

choices of

products to

choose from

What did they try to sell you?

If you were the shop assistant, how would

you have performed this task?

 

Yes  No

7 I was o�ered

assistance

within an

appropriate

What is an appropriate amount of time? Yes  No



amount of

time

8 The person

serving me

was dressed

appropriately

. How were they dressed? Yes No

9 The

department

was tidy

Did this create a good �rst impression? Yes  No

10 The person

serving me

tried to sell

me other

products as

well 

How did this activity make you feel?

Did it help you in your buying decision?

If you were the shop assistant, how would

you have performed this task?

Yes  No

11 The

department

appearance

was

appealing

How did this make you feel?

 

Yes No

12 The person

serving me

took my

problem and

made it their

own

How could the shop assistant do this?          

                                                                         

 

Yes  No

13 The person

serving me

listened to

my questions

and requests

How did this activity make you feel?

 

Yes  No

14 The expertise

level of the

How did this activity make you feel? Yes No



person

serving me

was

appropriate

Did it help you in your buying decision?

15 I would shop

at this

department

again

Why or why not? Give 1 reason

 

Yes  No

16 I would

recommend

others to

shop at this

department

Why or why not? Give 1 reason

 

Yes  No

17 Concerns &

Praises. 

1 comment is necessary here. Yes No

 Output for Task 2

1.    Form a group of 2 (a pair)

2.    Decide on which specialist food or clothing shop you will visit

3.    Prepare a 5-7 minute Powerpoint presentation in which you answer questions 1-17

4.    Take a photo of your group in front of the shop in which performed this task and include

this photo in your Powerpoint

5.    Upload your work to the �le in Moodle

 



Listen between the lines. 

Don't just listen to what a customer says—also listen to what

their body language, in�ection, and tone of voice are telling you.



Below is a short quiz to check that you remember the main points about Customer Service excellence

and how you can di�erentiate your company using superior customer service.

Lesson 7 of 7

Quiz



Question

01/05

Up-selling  is a Sales technique where a seller persuades the customer to buy:

more expensive items or upgrades
 

other add-on products or servicess
 

a higher-end product or additional item

All of the above



Question

02/05

Examples of customer needs in a customer service situation are

Material needs

Information needs

Cultural and artistic needs

Need to Feel important

All the above

None of the above



Question

03/05

How can you build the brand of your company? 

By talking a lot

By selling a lot

By being reliable with a Good quality product or service 

By boasting to everyone how good you are



Question

04/05

The service chain starts ..................

at 8am when we drink our morning co�ee

when we feel like it, but not on Fridays

when a potential customer sees our marketing material
and lasts until the end of the guarantee period.

After lunch



Question

05/05

Features of High quality service include:

A warm and professional language tone

A Positive reaction to a customer

Identifying customer needs

Relating Customer needs to Product attributes & bene�ts

Having a positive Attitude,  professional Dress code and
professional  Behaviour of service sta�

All of the above

None of the above


